Finally a brick look system that is cost effective and actually looks like brick! Master Wall Inc.® CIFS® Brick is an application technique that quickly and easily recreates brick, but with the advantages of color control and repeatability. The finish surface is formulated with 100% acrylics for long term durability and is applied over a continuous insulation.
CIFS® BRICK

- Consistent color and color choices
- Far lower installed costs compared to thin brick applications
- Stencil application covers large areas, not a brick at a time
- Each brick has a unique texture
- Easily add color variations
- Hand-tooled mortar joints
- Mortar is warranted by Master Wall Inc.®
- Continuous insulation

Systems
- Rollershield Drainage CIFS®
- Aggre-flex Drainage EIFS
- Aggre-flex EIFS

Application Conditions
- Temp: 40° -110°F (5°-43°C)
- Working Time: 1/2 hr
- Dry Time: 24 hrs at room temperature, working and drying time will vary with temperature and humidity.

Approved Substrates
- Interior Drywall
- Master Wall Base Coat
- Other approved in writing from Master Wall Technical Service Manager (Dennis Deppner)

***Please contact your Regional Sales Manager for application procedure, tools, and techniques***
masterwall.com/cifsbrick